Thank you for purchasing a pair of revolutionary Safer
Equine jump wings. We’d love to hear from you and see
your photos and videos of you and your friends using
them…. find and like us on
Please read this information
on how to safely use and look after your jump wings.

What are the foam inserts/nuggets for?
Each wing comes with 4 full size nuggets and a “flag”
nugget (see below for attaching flags to your jump
wings). Please keep the removable foam
inserts/nuggets in the holes you are not using to
prevent the unlikely event of a small pony putting their
hoof through a hole. On windy days or if you are using
long very heavy poles, then we would advise you to use
a second pole to ensure stability, As with any jump
wings they will be less stable in high winds and/or on
uneven ground.

Jumping a horse over any obstacle is inherently dangerous. Responsibility lies with the person using the jump wings, to
ensure they are setting up and using them in a suitable manner for that rider and horse. It is also the responsibility of
the person using the jump wings to adhere to any rules and regulations that may apply to the setting/venue or
situation in which they are being used.
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How do I attach flags to my jump wings?
We have designed the jump wings to take British Eventing (BE) standard safety flags. The flags slot in between
the nuggets provided with your wing. The flags will come away from the wing should your horse catch them.
We’d recommend you only use BE standard flags as they are specifically designed to crumple under the weight
of a horse or rider.
Push in each nugget so that it protrudes from the wing by about 4cm, with the flag nugget in the second hole
down from the top (the hole that is offset from the other holes). See image 1. You may also push in the pole
you are using so that it protrudes slightly and acts as an extra support for your flag (see image 2). A BE
standard flag will then fit snugly into the gap between the nuggets (see image 3 and 4).
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What height jumps can I make?
You can make a wide variety of jumps from 10cm up to 1.05m

What type/size poles can I use with my jump wings?
The Safer Equine jump wings are designed to take a variety of poles from plastic to more traditional wooden
poles. When using wooden jump poles take care of any wood splinters as this could damage the jump wings if
forced into the holes.
They are the perfect size for standard 3.5inch wide poles but will accommodate slightly larger. You can use any
length of pole.

How do I clean my jump wings?
They are very easy to clean with water and washing up liquid. We advise that you don’t power hose/pressure
wash them as this may mark the foam.

Can I leave my jump wings outside?
Yes. They are water proof and therefore frost resistant. To keep them looking at their best we’d recommend
you store them under cover and don’t lay any heavy objects on, or against, them as this may mark the foam.
We recommend keeping them out of direct sunlight as they may fade following prolonged sunlight exposure.
Due to the lightweight nature of the wings be careful that they don’t get blown about by the wind!
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